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Ideal for Gamers: ONIKUMA X26 Headphones
Are you an avid gamer looking for headphones that will elevate your gaming experience? Do you want headphones that will match the
rest of your vibrant setup? Do quality and stylish design matter to you? The perfect option for you is the ONIKUMA X26 headphones -
black as night with a glowing strip, a striking manufacturer logo, and side accents on both ear cups that will enhance your gaming fun!
Equipped with  a  microphone and stereo spatial  sound,  the  ONIKUMA X26 headphones will  immerse you even further  into  the  gaming
world and let you communicate online with your team without any interruptions! Level up with ONIKUMA headphones! 
 
Caring for Your Comfort
The  ONIKUMA  X26  headphones  are  designed  to  provide  you  with  comfort  even  during  extended  use.  Their  large,  comfortable  ear
cushions are covered with a skin-friendly material to avoid potential irritations or discomfort. The eco-leather cushions on both ear cups
are designed to perfectly conform to your head shape. Additionally, they are easy to clean. The headphones also feature an adjustable
headband, ensuring a fit for various needs. 
 
Clear Conversations and Crisp Voice
The  ONIKUMA  X26  model  comes  equipped  with  a  noise  reduction  microphone  technology  aimed  at  providing  ease  and  convenience
during conversations,  laughter,  chats  with  friends,  and delivering clear  and understandable sound.  For  your  convenience,  a  switch for
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toggling the microphone on the left ear cup and a volume control knob are placed - quick and intuitive!
 
Excellent Sound
ONIKUMA X26 delivers deep, clear, and rich stereo sound that will bring your heroes to life in a new quality! Watching movies, TV shows,
or playing games will become even more enjoyable. The headphones themselves weigh only 356 grams, ensuring comfort even during
prolonged use. 
 
Create Atmosphere with Neon Colors
Tired of plain black headphones? Treat yourself  and enjoy the ONIKUMA X26 headphones that shine with neon colors.  They look even
better at night when lights reflect off nearby surfaces, giving night-time gaming a unique atmosphere!
 
Fit for Every Situation
If you appreciate gadgets but gaming isn't your favorite activity, the ONIKUMA X26 headphones are definitely for you! Not only are they
designed for gaming on computers, Nintendo Switch, Xbox, or PlayStation consoles, but they also enable you to watch movies, listen to
music,  and  engage  in  conversations.  With  support  for  both  Mini  Jack  and  USB  inputs,  these  headphones  stand  out  with  versatility,
bringing  joy  to  users  with  various  interests,  whether  they  are  gaming  enthusiasts,  movie  buffs,  music  lovers,  or  people  who  enjoy
chatting with friends online!
 
Included in the Package
HeadphonesInstruction ManualAdapter
BrandONIKUMAModelX26Speaker  Size50mmImpedance32  Ω±  15%Sensitivity102  ±  3dBFrequency20Hz  -
20KHzMicrophone6.0x1.5mmMicrophone Sensitivity-38 ± 3dBMicrophone Impedance

Price:

€ 21.50
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